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Dan Brownsword/Getty Images If the weather is your hobby or passion, you'll find this list of weather games a fun alternative to just looking for weather items. The games are appropriate for most all age groups. This is a wonderful program for the younger student. The activity is brought to you by Explore Learning. The gizmos available on this site are a subscription-only service. The purpose of the Explore
Learning website is to provide modular, interactive simulations in mathematics and science for teachers and students. There is a free trial available to try the program. Not just one, but 10 complete and interactive weather word search puzzles are available from the Southeast Regional Climate Center. Topics include tornadoes, weather instruments, climate, air pollution, UV radiation, and more. Easy and fun
to complete. Kids will get a kick out of this Flash program where you decide the weather for a day. Variables that can be manipulated include the relative humidity and temperatures at the equator and poles. The site links to a Weather Watch page, which increases students' knowledge in atmospheric sciences by providing lessons on cloud observations, weather forecasts, and the use of weather
instruments. Several hurricane activities are listed here, which shows the strength of hurricane-force winds. In a game, you can create your own hurricane by selecting ocean temperatures and wind speeds. In another game, you can see the winds needed to destroy a home. Finally, you can use tropical cyclone tracker to see the path of a hurricane. I love this activity. This weather game puts you in the
driver's seat of a storm chase vehicle. As you answer a series of questions about tornadoes, you're driving closer and closer to a tornado that has been spotted on the ground. Every correct question brings you 10 miles closer to the tornado! Do you know which names are retired for hurricanes? Each of the images in this weather challenge asks you to match the satellite image of a famous and very
damaging hurricane to the names. While it may be difficult, there are hints that can be seen in the background when looking at the places on the American map. One to four players can compete in this fun weather game. The aim of the game is to be the first to control your Weather Airship from San Francisco, California all the way around the world and back across the U.S. to Miami, Florida. The game is
very simple to play, but also technologically advanced. While many games are simple weather crosswords, this game has a full game board, spinner, and good weather and geography issues to challenge most any age level. One of the best weather games out there! Learn the types of clouds from lenticular and mammatus to cumulus and stratus with this fun weather matching game. The images are
spectacular and very accurate. Also included in the activities link are various weather lessons, including how to make a tornado in a jar, how to determine the distance a thunderstorm and how lightning. An excellent place for teachers and students. Fun Brain brings you this interactive quiz with a weather dog! The questions are crossword-based and come in three difficulty levels for several age groups. You
fill in the missing words to solve the puzzle. Not the most educational weather puzzle, but a fun slider that you can complete online. Most of the images are of hurricanes. Some are real images, while others show radar and satellite images. Using weather card symbols as the maps for an interactive concentration game can help students understand the meaning of different weather symbols used on forecast
maps. Although it can be played exclusively as a game, there is also a link to show the meaning of each symbol. While looking at an animated weather map, test your knowledge of fronts, air masses, and temperatures. Each of the weather maps is covered with weather symbols indicating a forecast for the United States. Questions at the bottom of the map ask you to click on the areas where there are the
highest temperatures, the most chance of rain, wind speeds and more. Doing things in real life is all very well, but something special happens when a talented developer takes a simple everyday task and builds a video game around it. Doing everyday tasks in a video game can somehow be way, far more fun than doing these things in real life. That's what simulation games show us, especially the five best
sim games below. As for our method, we examined all the simulation games listed on Metacritic that received extraordinary praise all around. For each game, we created a composite score that includes both critic and user ratings (for example, a game with a 95-rating score and 9.3 user score would receive a 94 composite score). This should give us the clearest picture of how well the games were received
overall between the time of release and now. 5. Papers, Please Composite Metacritic Score: 88 Sim games come in all shapes and sizes. In Papers, please take the role of a border guard tasked with determining who does and does not get admitted to the fictional country of Arstotzka. To do this, you can check the papers of everyone waiting in line at customs and listen to their stories. While the game may
seem mundane from description alone, it's actually a complex simulation with nice, subtle challenges and a touch of political intrigue. This is your character's job, so you have to work quickly to provide for yourself and family, but there are penalties and dangers in being too hasty, missing details, and admitting people shouldn't be allowed. Are you ready for the challenge? 4. Rock Band Composite Metacritic
Score: 88 Developer Harmonix may have kickstarted the plastic instrument music game craze with Guitar Hero, but Rock Band filled up entire rooms with plastic guitars, drum kits, and microphones. You can hardly go to a party between the years 2005 and 2009 without someone giving you a controller and asks you to to Enter Sandman. Those were good days. And if you want to experience them again,
pick up the 2015 reboot of rock band. It's hardly any different than this 2007 classic at all. 3. Guitar Hero II Composite Metacritic Score: 89.5 The year was 2006, and Guitar Hero had already struck a chord with gamers. This sequel turned things up to 11, by introducing advanced guitar maneuvers like three-tone chords, hammer-ons, and pull-offs. And because the original game had proved to the music
industry that people were interested in playing their favorite songs in a video game, the developer was able to get much bigger bands on the soundtrack, including the Rolling Stones, Guns N' Roses, and Nirvana. If the original Guitar Hero put the series on the map, Guitar Hero II etched it in stone. 2. Guitar Hero Composite Metacritic Score: 89.5 Finally we have come to the beginning. While Guitar Hero
was not the first music/rhythm game, it did make the genre explode in popularity. And it's hard to argue that it wasn't the best music game ever released to this point. It drew the almost unimaginable task of making gamers feel like actual rock stars. Succeeding on a difficult song felt like a million bucks, and when you built up muscle memory to tackle the harder songs at higher difficulties, the excitement you
felt was very real. Few games can be credited with bringing an almost unheard of genre into the mainstream, but Guitar Hero did so with aplomb. 1. The Sims 2 Composite Metacritic Score: 89.5 Game Designer Will Wright was known for creating a masterpiece with the SimCity series, but he was even more successful when he brought many of the same ideas from this series into a more personable
package. The series was The Sims, a set of games that zeroed in on a household and the ordinary lives of people in it. You need to control everything from what the house looked like to what jobs your Sims took each day. You can even oversee their use of the toilet. The original game was reportedly the most successful video game ever made to this point, and The Sims 2 took everything that made the
game great and made it better. The series is still going strong (and selling in a record number), so it's no surprise that it lands on top spot in the best simulation games of all time. Follow Chris on Twitter @_chrislreed Check Out the Cheat Sheet on Facebook! More from The Cheat Sheet Dating game is in a league all on their own. There are varying mechanics, ranging from visual novel to puzzle and all the
way up to adventure and even gacha. Still, at their core, they are simulators. This is one of the few genres where content matters little more than mechanics. Every good dating simulator you can choose and court a suitor to be your significant other. There are a number of games in the genre, but most of them are actually pretty bad. Most are free to play with aggressive micro-transaction strategies and
disgusting energy restrictions. Still, there are a few, from the package. Here are the best dating simulators for Android.Mystic MessengerObey MeThe Sims MobileYearning: A Gay StoryEmulatorsRead more:10 best dating apps for Android10 best life simulators for AndroidThe ArcanaPrice: Free to play Arcana is a pretty standard dating simulator with some visual new elements. The game features a 21
episode story line, various collectibles, and a decent number of people for romance. There's also an above average soundtrack, surprisingly decent game art, and you can earn in-game currency by watching ads instead of buying it. It's LGBT friendly, so you can romance whoever you want, the game doesn't judge nor care. It's free to play games, but it's easily one of the best in the genre for almost
everyone. Amnesia: MemoriesPrice: Free/$2.99/$22.99Amnesia: Memories is another dating simulator with visual new elements. This one has a lot to offer. The characters have all the voice actors, the stories are decent, and the art style is pretty good. This one is an otom, so it's mostly for women. All your dating choices are men, so go ahead with this knowledge in mind. It plays like most dating sims and
visual novels, so there are no surprises there and it's quite easy to play. The base game is free. You can pay for individual episodes for $2.99 as in-app purchases or get them all for $22.99 in a separate premium version (Google Play link). Genius Inc dating gamePrins: Free to playGenius Inc is a developer on Google Play with a lot of dating simulators. Some of the more popular options include Yaoi Beast
Boys, Mythical Hearts and Twilight School. Most of their games have identical mechanics and UI elements, but with different styles between games, so we included them all in a single entry on this list. You play through a story, romance the characters you want, make decisions that affect the outcome of the game, and generally just enjoy yourself. The stories are surprisingly decent. We particularly like the
trio of Attack of the Dead, Mall of the Dead and The University of the Dead. Most of them are free to play otome (for women) titles, so there is no startup cost. We have the developer page linked up on the button so you can see their expensive collection. Mr Love: Queen's ChoicePrice: Free to playMy Love: Queen's Choice is a solid overall dating simulator. It has a story line with four choices for your love
interest. Admittedly it's a small number, but the game has a bit more visual novel and slightly less dating sim than most of its competitors. This means that there is a greater focus on the story rather than the dating sim part of it. Still, it's a fun little visual novel and dating sim hybrid with simple controls and a good UI. The only downside is that you can only make progress so far in a gaming session without
spending real money, but otherwise it's quite relaxing. My Boyfriend seriesPrice: Free to The My Girlfriend series is technically by Genius. However, the second item is mostly otome (aimed at whereas these are of course aimed at men. Most of the games have identical mechanics and controls, so you can choose the one you think you'll enjoy the most. The only difference among them is the story. These
titles are visual novel and dating sim hybirds. That means less choice, but a more in-depth story. The free to play elements are a bit more aggressive in these titles than otome ones, but most people don't seem to mind. You can earn in-game currency through mini-games and other things if you like. More Android games here: 15 best simulation games for Android15 best free Android games, ever! Mystic
MessengerPrice: Free to playMystic Messenger is a dating sim with a texting game twist. The protagonist finds and downloads the Mystic Messenger app and embarks on a journey to find a girlfriend. The story is a bit more shallow compared to most on the list, but the mechanics are simple and micro-transactions are kept to a minimum. The only real gripe is that you can't customize the protagonist to look
like you, so it breaks immersion a little bit. Otherwise, it's a solid player in the genre. Obey MePrice: Free to playObey Me is one of the most popular dating simulators on Android. This one actually has quite a bit of mechanics. There are various tasks to complete, seven dudes to choose from, and even a card duel mechanic. The card duel part is a little bit difficult when you get to higher levels, but the game
is friendly enough with a decent enough story to keep you going while you grind it out. The developers obviously put a lot into this one, and even the developer response in Google Play is playful and goofy. It's an otom, so it's not really for dudes, but it's hard to dislike this one. The Sims MobilePrice: Free to playSimms is one of the most popular life simulators ever, and the mobile game is also very popular.
You live the life of a fake person you create and that encompasses every aspect of that life, including dating. This is a life simulator more than a dating sim, but a lot of the same thing there is minus the story. There are also a lot of quests and other things to keep players engaged. It's a bit heavy on micro-transactions, but otherwise it's quite fun. Some people prefer The Sims FreePlay (Google Play link) to
this one. You can wear the one you like best. Longing: A Gay StoryPrice: FreeYearning: A Gay Story (YAGS for short) is a mix between a dating sim and a piece of life game. You play the protagonist in his first year of college. You make decisions about getting out of the closet, to whom and when. There is a cast of characters and you can romance with four of them. Plus, there's a wealth of dialogue (over
230,000 lines), collectibles to achieve, and more. It's definitely a diamond in rough pick for a list like this, but you don't see many dating sims like this. EmulatorsPrice: Free/Varying simulators are on a lot consoles and genres have evolved over time. You can older games in the genre with emulators. We recommend a Nintendo DS one first and we have the DraStic DS Emulator connected on the button
below. We have a list of the best emulators for different systems here too. Basically you can look up dating sims on older systems, get ROMs (legally, of course), and play. Older console games have the advantage of not having micro transactions, so you get everything without paying extra, and some of the classics are actually pretty good. Thanks for reading! Try these too: 10 best texting games for
Android10 best visual new games for AndroidIf we missed any great Android dating games or dating simulators, tell us about them in the comments. You can also click here to see our latest Android app and game lists. Lists.
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